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Ordinal Numbers
Diving into Mastery - Diving
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
Children will need colouring pencils (to match these colours) 
and coloured cubes (that don’t need to match these colours).

What are ordinal numbers?

What colour is the first cube?

What colour is the last cube?

Which cube is orange?

Which cube is blue?

Can you make your own stick using six cubes?

What colour is your third cube?

What position is your ‘red’ cube in?

Can you describe your stick?

Follow these instructions to colour  
the row of squares.

Can you make a stick using 6 cubes and describe 
it to a friend using ordinal numbers?

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

red

yellow

blue

green

orange

pink
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Ordinal Numbers
Diving into Mastery - Deeper
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
Read the statements to the children while they look carefully 
at the picture. They could label the cars with ordinal numbers 
to help them. Children may need an ordinal number line to 
help them.

What position is the red car in? 

Is the light green car in third place? What position is the light 
green car in?

What colour car is in the last place? 

Can you think of another way of saying ‘last’ using an 
ordinal number?

What places are the blue cars in?

Look at the racetrack and decide whether  
the sentences are true or false.

The red car is in 1st place.

The light green car is in 3rd place.

The car in last place is yellow.

The car in 5th place is orange.

The cars in 4th and 9th places are blue.

Can you make statements about the race using 
ordinal numbers?
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Ordinal Numbers
Diving into Mastery - Deepest
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
It may help children to write ordinal numbers underneath the 
letters. Children will need whiteboards and pens to write their 
names for the last part of the activity.

What is the 4th letter of the alphabet?

Can you write that at the beginning of her name?

Can you find all the letters in her name?

What is the last letter of her name?

What is the girl’s name?

What is the boy’s name?

Write your name down. Can you see any of these letters in 
your name? Which ones?

Can you say what position the letters appear in your name?

These children are giving clues about the letters in 
their names. They are using the order of the  

first 10 letters of the alphabet. Can you  
work out what their names are?

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J

Does your name have any of the first  
10 letters of the alphabet? Use  

ordinal numbers to describe which ones.

4th

letter

10th

letter

5th

letter

5th

letter

2nd

letter

4th

letter

2nd

letter
9th

letter
5th

letter


